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ABSTRACT: Understanding the optical response of gra-
phene at terahertz frequencies is of critical importance for
designing graphene-based devices that operate in this
frequency range. Here we present a terahertz pump−probe
measurement that simultaneously measures both the trans-
mitted and reflected probe radiation from multilayer epitaxial
graphene, allowing for an unambiguous determination of the
pump-induced absorption change in the graphene layers. The
photon energy in the experiment (30 meV) is on the order of
the doping level in the graphene, which enables the
exploration of the transition from interband to intraband processes, depending on the amount of pump-induced heating. Our
findings establish the presence of a large, photoinduced reflection that contributes to the change in sign of the relative
transmitted terahertz radiation, which can be purely positive or predominantly negative depending on the pump fluence, while
the change in absorption is found to be negative at all fluences. We develop a hot carrier model that confirms the sign-reversible
nature of the relative transmitted terahertz radiation through the graphene multilayer and determine that this behavior originates
from either an absorption-bleached or reflection-dominated regime. The theoretical results are incorporated into a model
utilizing an energy balance equation that reproduces the measured pump−probe data. These findings, which extend to mid- and
far-infrared frequencies, show the importance of considering reflection in graphene−light interactions and have implications for
the design of future terahertz photonic components.
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Graphene has attracted tremendous attention as a material
suitable for a variety of applications due to its linear and

gapless band structure and high carrier mobility. These
properties make graphene particularly suitable for applications
in the terahertz region, where there are notoriously few
materials that interact strongly with electromagnetic radia-
tion.1−3 Significant effort has been devoted to developing
graphene-based terahertz photonic components including
devices such as saturable absorbers that are often employed
as materials for passive mode-locking,4,5 terahertz filters,6,7

broadband detectors,8,9 and THz generation.10 A detailed
understanding of the terahertz-graphene interaction is required
to take full advantage of the material, and there have
accordingly been many recent studies investigating the heating
and cooling characteristics of graphene in the terahertz
region,11−16 although many have been carried out using a
transmission geometry exclusively. Taking into account the
pump-induced change in reflectivity can reveal new informa-
tion; for example, the first clear experimental demonstration of
carrier multiplication in graphene utilized both reflected and
transmitted light.17 Studies involving terahertz time-domain
transmission spectroscopy enable one to extract the complex

dynamic conductivity18−22 but often employ photon energies of
a few meV and are therefore limited to probing intraband
absorption only. In this work, we explore a regime of
intermediate photon energies, where interband processes also
contribute to the optical properties. Here we present a far-
infrared pump−probe study that measures both the transmitted
and reflected light that enables a comprehensive accounting of
the radiation. The data from this experiment reveals the
presence of a prominent nonlinear reflection, that saturable
absorption is present at all fluences, and a transmission that
changes sign with fluence. By employing a hot carrier model to
determine the graphene optical properties, we show that it is
possible, at sufficiently strong intensity, to switch from a
primarily interband absorption dominated regime to one
exhibiting significant intraband processes. Together, the
measurement and theory give a full picture of the interaction
of intense terahertz radiation with low-doped multilayer
graphene and provide insight for the design of photonic
components that operate in this frequency range. This effect is
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general in nature and will persist at other wavelengths since it
depends primarily on the chemical potential relative to the
photon energy.

■ MEASUREMENTS
In this work we investigate multilayer epitaxial graphene
(MLEG) produced by thermal decomposition of the carbon-
terminated face of (0001)-oriented silicon carbide.23,24 This
growth process yields individual layers that are rotated with
respect to one another, thus producing multiple decoupled
graphene layers.25 The graphene properties were verified using
angular-resolved photoemission spectroscopy to ensure linear
dispersion,26 while the thickness was measured using
ellipsometry, which indicated that the sample consists of
approximately 50 layers. Investigations using magnetospectro-
scopic measurements reveal long momentum relaxation times,
which can be attributed to low defect densities (scattering time:
τs = 300 fs)27 and extremely low doping for the majority of the
layers (in the range of 8−15 meV).26−28 It should be noted that
the layers near the SiC−graphene interface can have larger
doping levels (∼300 meV) due to interfacial charge
redistribution from the SiC substrate.23 The doping levels
decrease rapidly within the first few layers away from the
substrate, leaving a mostly intrinsic graphene multilayer.28−30

To carry out a pump−probe study in which both reflected
and transmitted light are collected, an off-axis parabolic mirror
is used (cf. Figure 1). This approach allows spatial separation of
the pump and probe pulses in both the transmitted and
reflected directions and produces a focused spot size of 500 μm.

The beam path begins with high-fluence pulses generated from
a free-electron laser (FEL)31 being directed through a beam
splitter, which separates the beam into pump and probe paths.
The pulses from the FEL have a repetition rate of 13 MHz and
a center wavelength of 42 μm, corresponding to a photon
energy of 30 meV or equivalently a center frequency of about 7
THz. The bandwidth of the FEL spectrum was measured with a
grating spectrometer to be around 0.3 μm. As the pulses are
nearly Fourier limited,31 the pulse width can be estimated to be
around 7.5 ps. The pump and probe beam paths are
independently attenuated and are linearly cross-polarized.
Using cross-polarized pump and probe beams helps mitigate
the detection of scattered pump radiation and also suppresses
potential coherent artifacts when the pulses are overlapped in
space and time. The pump was chopped using a mechanical
chopper, and a pump-to-probe power ratio of around 25 was
maintained for all measurements reported in the study. As
shown in Figure 1, the probe beam is delayed with respect to
the pump pulse using a delay stage that allows for delays of up
to 250 ps to be scanned.
Pump−probe measurements are carried out for a variety of

pump fluences spanning over two orders in magnitude (25 nJ·
cm−2 to 8.6 μJ·cm−2) at a temperature of 10 K. The pump-
induced modulation of the reflected and transmitted probe
pulse is measured using lock-in detection, producing the values
Δ and Δ , respectively. The changes in transmission and
reflection can be specified as a percentage by dividing Δ and
Δ by the signal obtained by chopping the probe directly and
measuring the transmitted and reflected signals when no pump
is present. This gives respectively the relative changes in
transmission and reflection, Δ / and Δ / . The pump-
induced change in absorption is calculated from the trans-
mission and reflection measurements using the relation
Δ = − Δ + Δ( ). Since an accurate measurement of the
absorbed probe is difficult, Δ cannot be easily normalized to
a relative value, as was done for the transmitted and reflected
signals, and is therefore given in arbitrary units.
Figure 2 shows the measured change in transmission,

reflection, and absorption as a function of probe delay and
pump fluence. In Figure 2a the relative change in transmission
exhibits a fluence-dependent sign change apparent as red and
blue regions in the colormap. At pump fluences below 0.6 μJ·
cm−2 the transmitted signal is positive, suggesting that saturable
absorption is dominant in the terahertz transmission for low
pump fluences. When the pump fluence increases beyond 3 μJ·
cm−2, the sign of the terahertz-induced transmission becomes
predominantly negative, indicating that either a pump-induced

Figure 1. Diagram showing beam paths for pump and probe beams.
The transmitted and reflected portions of the probe beam were
measured as a function of the pump−probe delay.

Figure 2. Measured (a) relative change in transmission and (b) reflection as a function of pump fluence and pump−probe delay. Change in
absorption (c) is calculated from the transmission and reflection data. The dashed lines indicate slices of the data at fluences that produce distinct
curves in the relative transmission data.
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absorption effect or reflection is responsible for the decrease in
transmission. The relative change in reflection is displayed in
Figure 2b and exhibits a strictly positive response that increases
monotonically with pump fluence. The positive nature of this
response strongly indicates that the negative relative trans-
mission at high pump fluences is at least partially caused by an
increase in the graphene reflectivity. A similar monotonic trend
is seen for the change in absorption (cf. Figure 2c), which is
entirely negative, verifying that the graphene behaves as a
saturable absorber over the entire range of pump fluences
investigated. As a result of the strong pump-induced reflection,
determination of the absorption saturation fluence using only
the transmission data can lead to a significant underestimation
of its actual value. In the present work, the absorption
saturation fluence was estimated32 from the positive portion of
the transmission data to be 0.22 μJ·cm−2, seven times smaller
than the value determined by including both transmitted and
reflected light in the estimation (1.54 μJ·cm−2). An accurate
accounting of the saturation fluence and the presence of a large,
photoinduced reflection are important considerations for
graphene-based saturable absorbers employed in laser mode-
locking applications.33 This also suggests the possibility of using
graphene as a broadband optically controlled reflector, a device
that would have an enhanced reflectivity with increasing pulse
fluence.

■ THEORY
To understand the transient changes in the optical properties,
we first consider the temperature-dependent conductivity of
graphene. We assume that a thermalized electron distribution is
achieved in the material during the pump excitation, which is
well justified by noting that the carrier−carrier scattering
processes through which the electron population is heated is
much faster (∼100 fs12) than the pulse duration used in
experiment. We can calculate the temperature-dependent
terahertz conductivity using34
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In the above expression E is the energy, e is the electron charge,
ω is the frequency of the illumination, ℏ is the reduced Planck’s
constant, and f(E,T) = (exp[(E − μ(T))/kBT] + 1)−1 is the
Fermi function, where μ(T) is the temperature-dependent
chemical potential, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the
electron temperature. The first and second terms in eq 1
describe the intraband and interband conductivity, respectively.
The intraband portion can be evaluated to give
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scattering time, while the interband portion is evaluated
numerically.34 The number of charge carriers is conserved in
our calculations (n = ∫ −∞

+∞D(E) f(E) dE, where D(E) is the
graphene density of states) and defines an implicit relationship
between the chemical potential and temperature.34,35 In the
following analysis, we attribute the optical response of the
graphene to be entirely from the low-doped layers,12 which
constitute the majority of our multilayer graphene sample. As a
check, we calculated the pump−probe signals resulting from
three highly doped layers of graphene on top of SiC (not

shown). The pump-induced change of the optical parameters
was more than 2 orders of magnitude smaller than those
observed experimentally, verifying that the large number of low-
doped layers dominate the optical response.
The media surrounding the graphene impacts the optical

properties expected from the combined superstrate−gra-
phene−substrate interface.36 The temperature-dependent con-
ductivity is calculated and then used to find the temperature-
dependent optical parameters (Δ / , Δ / , and Δ / )
for the well-known case of a lossy film of thickness d separating
two materials with permittivities ϵa and ϵb.

37 In this calculation
we use a thickness corresponding to 50 graphene layers and a
super/substrate permittivity of 1 (vacuum)/12.3 (SiC). Charge
impurities in the substrate material as well as surface
topography and defects can further influence the properties
of the graphene through the formation of spatial charge puddle
inhomogeneities, which modify the transport properties in low-
doped graphene.38−41 In the present work, the far-infrared
beam samples a large area of the multilayer graphene containing
a spatially inhomogeneous distribution of chemical potential
patches (length scales for potential patches have been reported
to be on the order of 100 nm42). The variation in the charge
carrier density was measured experimentally on highly doped,
single-layer epitaxial graphene on the Si face to be 5 × 1011

cm−243 and considered theoretically using Gaussian statistics.38

The beam averages over these patches and samples an
effectively broadened Fermi distribution edge. Optical param-
eters best matching the experimental data are produced by
convolving the Fermi distributions used in our calculations with
a carrier density having a standard deviation (fluctuation
strength) of approximately 4 × 1010 cm−2, indicating excep-
tionally high quality graphene layers.
Figure 3 shows the calculated change in optical coefficients as

a function of change in temperature at a lattice temperature of

Tl = 10 K. The reflection and absorption curves are seen to be
entirely monotonically increasing and decreasing functions of
change in temperature, respectively, while the relative change in
transmission changes sign, becoming negative for temperature
changes higher than 140 K. The absorption and reflection
curves illustrate that this behavior emerges when the influence
of the pump-induced reflectivity surpasses that of the interband

Figure 3. Calculated optical parameters for multilayer epitaxial
graphene on a silicon carbide substrate as a function of change in
temperature. Parameters for calculation are for 50 graphene layers with
n = 1.65 × 1010 cm−2, τs = 300 fs at a temperature of Tl = 10 K.
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absorption bleaching. This bleaching appears as a negative
change in the absorption in Figure 3 and is the result of Pauli
blocking. This effect is dominant over the pump-induced
reflection for small changes in temperature and leads to a net
positive Δ / . It will appear at other frequencies in the
infrared where the doping and photon energy are of similar
scale and changes in temperature from the absorbed radiation
will sufficiently broaden the Fermi distribution.
Having established the role of the pump-induced reflection in

the optical transmission in graphene, we next demonstrate that
the derived temperature-dependent optical parameters will lead
directly to pump−probe signals with identical characteristics to
those measured experimentally. An energy balance equation is
used to form a relationship between the incident power and the
pump-induced change in temperature in the graphene. For the
sake of clarity, a model consisting of only the essential heating
and cooling terms, similar to those used by others studying
monolayer graphene,44−46 is used to describe the thermody-
namics of the multilayer graphene in our pump−probe
experiment. The resulting nonlinear differential equation
contains terms for the electronic heat capacity, cooling, and a
self-consistent absorption/heating term:

η= − −T
T
t

T I t g T T( )
d
d

( ) ( ) ( )lel 1 (2)

The terms in the energy balance equation are given as
follows: el denotes the electronic specific heat capacity, where
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B
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2 for our low-doped graphene,47−49

where vF denotes the Fermi velocity and ζ is the Riemann
zeta function. The term T( ) is the temperature-dependent
absorption as determined from our previous analysis of a lossy
film separating two dielectrics. A phenomenological heating
efficiency term,35 η ≈ 0.03, was introduced into eq 2 to achieve
similar fluence scaling between the thermodynamic model and
the data by scaling the incident power. The efficiency factor
accounts for all of the unknown parameters in the energy
balance equation with a single term. The incident laser pulse
heating the graphene is described by a Gaussian temporal pulse

intensity, I(t). The parameter = π
ρℏ
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power coefficient in the clean limit when the temperature is
above the Bloch−Gruneisen temperature46 (TBG < 10 K for the
low-doped layers), D ≈ 2 eV is the deformation potential, vs = 2
× 104 m/s is the sound velocity in graphene, and ρ = 7.6 × 10−7

kg/m2 is the mass density of graphene. Equation 2 is solved
self-consistently to give the change in temperature as a function
of time and used to calculate the delay-dependent optical
parameters in the weak probe limit (i.e., the temperature
change results solely from the pump pulse). The left panel of
Figure 4 shows the optical parameters produced by the
measurement at selected pump fluences defined in Figure 1,
while the right panel of Figure 4 shows the corresponding
curves determined by the model.

■ DISCUSSION

As can be seen from Figure 4a, the model and data show
relative transmission curves that are strictly positive at low
fluence (<0.6 μJ·cm−2) and mostly negative at higher fluences
(>3 μJ·cm−2). The relative change in reflection from the model
and data are presented in Figure 4b. These curves display a
relative reflection that rapidly increases with pump fluence. The
change in absorption curves decreases with pump fluence, as
seen in Figure 4c. The transmission curves change sign as a
function of fluence when the increasing reflection becomes
larger than the steadily decreasing absorption; marking a
change from a fluence regime exhibiting primarily saturable
absorption to one exhibiting primarly pump-induced reflection.
This changeover in phenomenology takes place when heating
reduces the amount of interband absorption due to a decreased
difference in carrier occupation at ±ℏω/2 and a simultaneous
increase in intraband conductivity. The latter scales with
temperature and produces a change in reflectivity. Figure 5a
plots the Fermi function for a range of temperature changes
and shows the degree of the temperature-dependent change in
chemical potential and edge broadening with respect to the
incident photon energy. The effect of disorder can be observed

Figure 4. Measured (left panel) and modeled (right panel) transient pump−probe curves for the four pump fluences defined in Figure 2.
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as a broadened width of the Fermi function at low
temperatures.
The real part of the graphene conductivity as determined by

eq 1 is plotted in Figure 5b. Here the conductivity resulting
from interband and intraband processes is plotted independ-
ently (dash-dotted and dashed lines, respectively) and together
add up to the total conductivity (solid trace). As shown in the
figure, the heating modifies the conductivity of the graphene
and results in inter- and intraband processes playing a
diminished and increased role, respectively (an estimated
peak change in temperature of around 200 K was reached in
our experiments). Interband and intraband absorption
processes are depicted schematically in Figure 5b. At low
temperature, interband absorption (green arrow) is the
dominant process, while with increasing temperature intraband
absorption, which is a phonon-assisted process, becomes
dominant (blue arrow). The imaginary part of the conductivity
that leads to the increase of the reflection is shown in Figure 5c.

Since absorption in the graphene is proportional to the real part
of the conductivity, the decrease shown in Figure 5b confirms
that the graphene behaves as a saturable absorber for all
fluences in our experiment and that the sign change in the
transmitted signal caused exclusively by an increase in the
reflectivity.
The observed sign change in transmission was previously

shown to originate from a temperature-dependent change in
inter- and intraband conductivity. To generalize this result, we
consider the temperature at which the real component of the
conductivity from interband and intraband processes are equal
for a range of photon energies and carrier concentrations
(plotted in Figure 6 as solid colored lines). Although the

temperature at which the conductivity contributions from
interband and intraband processes achieve parity was not
reached in our experiment, this temperature identifies a general
point of comparison for the optical properties studied in this
work. Analogous energy scales to the ones used in our
experiment are represented for the case where the incident
photon energy is in the vicinity of the chemical potential
(shown as dashed colored lines in Figure 6) where, with
increasing temperature, the conductivity transitions from being
interband to intraband dominant as in Figure 5b. For photon
energies well below the chemical potential, the crossover
temperature represents the crossover from intraband to
interband processes. Above the chemical potential, all curves
asymptotically approach the high-temperature limit (kBT ≫
μ(T), black dashed line), which is independent of the graphene
doping. In the high-temperature limit, the crossover temper-
ature increases with photon energy, which means that at higher
photon energies the electrons must be heated by a greater
amount in order for the intraband processes to compete with
the interband ones. At low temperature and doping, the
disorder-broadened Fermi function limits the solution to finite
valued photon energies. The conductivity crossover temper-
atures in Figure 6 are well within the range of experimentally

Figure 5. (a) Contour plot of the occupation probability for different
changes in temperature. The ordinate axis is scaled by the photon half
energy (ℏω/2 = 15 meV); horizontal dashed lines at −1, 0, and 1 are
plotted for visual reference. Real (b) and imaginary (c) parts of the
conductivity showing showing inter- and intraband contributions
versus change in temperature (Tl = 10 K) for the photon energy used
in the experiment (ℏω = 30 meV). The schematic diagrams of the
Dirac cones in part (b) depict the inter- and intraband absorption
processes.

Figure 6. Plot of temperature where the real part of the conductivity
has equal contributions from intra- and interband processes as a
function of photon energy for various sample doping levels (solid
colored lines) and a variation in the Fermi level of approximately 20
meV (corresponding to a carrier density variation of 4 × 1010 cm−2 for
EF = 15 meV). The dashed colored lines show the corresponding
temperature-dependent chemical potential, while the black dashed line
indicates a numeric high-temperature solution that is independent of
doping level.
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observed values12,21,35 and indicate that the same phenomena
can be expected for a range of wavelengths spanning the mid-
and far-infrared frequency range.

■ CONCLUSION
We have investigated the terahertz response of low-doped
multilayer epitaxial graphene using pump−probe spectroscopy
that measures both the reflected and transmitted far-infrared
radiation. This radiometrically comprehensive measurement
allows for clear determination of the differential absorption in
the material, which was shown to be negative and monotonic
with fluence, verifying that the graphene behaves as a saturable
absorber. Additionally, the relative change in the terahertz
transmission was observed to change sign depending on the
magnitude of the pump fluence as the result of a large,
photoinduced reflection. This effect was clearly explained by a
hot carrier model that identified two distinct physical
mechanisms for the terahertz optical properties: one at low
fluence, where the properties are dominated by interband
absorption of the incident terahertz photons, and a metallic
regime that is characterized by increased intraband processes
resulting from a heated electron system with significant carrier
populations above the incident photon energy. These results
demonstrate that it is possible to observe a self-induced
modification of the absorption mechanism and underscore the
importance of accounting for reflection in graphene optics.
These findings apply to a range of mid- and far-infrared
frequencies and will be important for the design of next-
generation graphene-based terahertz devices.
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